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1450 1450 1507 x
This team was very helpful by lending us tools and 

helping however they could.

Circuit Stompers 378 1507 x They keep pits clean and are going a good job 

telling others about being safe.

Kelly Walter 3044 x

She came and discussed in detail both of our 

safety programs and helped out another team for 

safety clarification.

Gabe 1511 1450 x Great spirit

1551 1551 1507 x
Even though they were having some trouble with 

their robot they still are very excited.

1511 1511 1507 x They do a great job bringing people together.

John 3181 3799 x Helped us get more traction.

Brittany Kuhn-Finley 1518 1518 x

Not only was Brittany a leader on Pal-Mac's first 

ever all-girls team, The Lady Raiders (FTC), she 

was a VERY significant force behind the scenes 

on our combined FRC team single-handedly 

raising $5000 in sponsorship! She is an incredible 

senior who will be missed!

1559 1559 Robot Inspectors x
For loaning us a wood "plank" to weigh all the 

robots on.

Larry 1511 Robot Inspectors x x x
Helped a team with a programming issue that 

needed to be fixed and inspected to pass.

3799 3799 3842 x Gave us white lithium grease.

250 250 3842 x Gave us spray glue.

340 340 3842 x
Gave us supplies for our team.

1405 1405 3842 x x
Giving us team ideas and help boosting our 

chance for winning.

3044 3044 3842 x
Helping us with our robot and giving our team tips.

191 191 3799 x Loaned us their communications cable.

3687 3687 3799 x Loaned us their band saw and vice.

Rob, Eric & Liz Volunteers 3799 x Helped us with communication problems.

Greg Evevsky 1126 3799 x

Our camera, and hence our vision targeting 

system, was not working and Greg came over and 

spent 20 minutes helping us troubleshoot it and 

fixed it.
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3951 3951 3842 x x x x
Giving us two perfect pieces of channels that put 

us back in the competition.

Don Josephson Volunteer 2228 x

Don graciously helped us through the inspection 

process and gave us a key idea on how to meet 

our frame requirements.

Adrian 3015 2228 x
For his awesome (and original) Gumby costume.

Alyssa 3044 2228 x

This safety captain gave each team signs 

promoting safety to put up in their pit. They also 

had a very clean and organized pit.

Mandy 3003 2228 x

Mandy is incredibly enthusiastic and outgoing. 

She encouraged a cheering alliance between 

2228, 3003 and 639.

Eric Palmatier 250 3044 x

Easy and fun to work with. Maintained a 

professional atmosphere always. Very helpful at 

all times.

"Little Kate" 

Salisbury
Pit Admin Announcer 3044 x x x x

Continuous positive encouragement, info & kept 

us informed & where we needed to be on time. 

Helped teams connect. Awesome Job! Thanks!!!

Seth Wright 639 3044 x
When our tower broke off he was first over to 

assist in getting it working.

Austin 1511 4093 x Wears a helmet.

Lydia Hayes 340 4093 x Helped to assemble key chains.

Henry Concessions 4093 x Saw him being nice to everyone and having fun.

PJ 229/4124 4093 x Sharing tools and parts with our team.

Taylor Foxhall 3181 174 x Very hard worker, roots on the team.

Tyler Nurrer 3181 174 x
He was dancing and encouraging other 

teammates during opposing matches.

Derrick Smith 120 174 x Very enthusiastic mascot.

Roger Allis Parent Picture Taker x Takes group pictures.

Filip Lillard 639 174 x
Very gracious and welcoming towards us. He 

wished us good luck.

Justin 340 3181 x
Always giving encouragement whether on our 

alliance, against us or not even in the match.

Principal 73 3181 x
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191 191 3181 x

Worked with 3181 to determine best way to 

remove and install pinion gears without damaging 

F.P. motors.

Jonathan Saulisbury Inspector LRI Robot Inspectors x x x x x
You rock!

Rob Heslin LRI Robot Inspectors x x x x x You rock!

Kate Saulisbury Pit Admin 1511 x x x x x So helpful - a ray of sunshine!

Eric Eckhardt FTAA 1511 x x For dancing when you shouldn't

229 229 3181 x Loaning 3181 a Fisher Price gear motor.

1511 1511 3181 x x x x x
Neatness of pit area. Students practicing safety 

when operating robot.

Jerry Show Ready Robot Inspectors x
For bringing us a sheet of masonite - even though 

we didn't use it. :-)


